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INNOVATIONS DONE  ON ZONAL  RAILWAYS – JULY, 2015 
 

Eastern Railway 

 System improvement in EMU coaches:- To prevent any accumulation of dust 
and ingress of water over buffing gear bearing bolt and to facilitate lubrication 
during maintenance schedules, one hinge type cover with rubber gasket has 
been fitted in 16 nos. vendor coaches during the month in Sealdah division. 
Remaining vendor and other coaches shall also be covered in due course. 

East Coast Railway 

 Greasing adaptor:- Electric Loco Shed, Angul 
has indigenously prepared greasing adaptor for 
3-phase modified cooling fan of SIV for the 
purpose of external greasing without removing 

the fan assembly from the loco.(Picture - 1) 
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 Test bench for 3-phase cooling fan:- Electric Loco Shed, Angul has 
indigenously fabricated a test bench for testing of 3-phase cooling fan of SIV 
fitted in WAG-7 locomotives.(Picture - 2)  

      

   

 

 

  

(Picture-2) 

 Dustbins in vestibule area in coaches:- As advised by Railway Board, to meet 

the objective of mission “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan”, the non-AC coaches of Train 
no. 00851/52 (BBS-BNC Suvidha Exp.) and 12281/82 (BBS-NDLS Duronto 
Exp.) have been provided with dustbins in the vestibule area on trial basis for 
the passengers to throw garbage inside it. Rest of the trains will be provided 
with the above facility very shortly. The disposable black polythene, as shown 
in the photograph, is being put in the dustbin by the OBHS staff before every 
use. (Picture – 3 & 4) 
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North Central Railway 

 Provision of Electronic stop watch & Foldable writing table:- Single Car Test 
Rig (SCTR) has only 03 pressure gauges for measuring BP, FP & MR pressure 
during sick line attention. In Agra division additional pressure gauges have 
been provided in the SCTR on a dashboard to facilitate measurement of Brake 
Cylinder, Auxiliary Reservoir & Control Reservoir pressures along with FP & BP. 
An electronic stop watch & foldable writing table have also been provided to 
record brake application and release time and other vital data. (Picture – 5 & 6) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Picture-5)    (Picture-6) 

 Fixture for uncoupling and coupling of compressor inlet and discharge 
valve:- A new fixture for uncoupling and coupling of inlet and discharge valve 
of compressor for HHP locos has been made in Diesel shed, Jhansi. This fixture 
is benefitting shed by saving time and manpower during 180 day and above 
schedules. Previously, these valves were uncoupled and coupled after fixing 
them on vice. (Picture - 7 & 8) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

(Picture-7)     (Picture-8) 

Western Railway 

 Temperature monitoring of CTRB (Cartridge Tapered Roller Bearings) on 
HHP locos:- Thermal stickers have been provided on trial basis on loco no. 
12235 (WDG4) on axle caps on both sides at Sabarmati Shed. These are dual 
scale, 10 levels irreversible ‘Thermax’ make stickers with temperature range 
from 77°C to 127°C. Temperature of CTRB can be monitored at fuelling points, 
stations, maintenance point or by crew. During working, if temperature goes 
up above a bench-marked level, resultant permanent colour change on the 
sticker will enable line staff/crew to pre-empt any bearing seizure. (Picture - 9 
& 10) 
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(Picture-9)     (Picture-10) 

 LWFAC sliding door or Folding table:- There were complaints of unusual noise 
and rattling sound in barrel bolt of LHB LWFAC coupe and cabin door due to 
metal to metal contact during run. To eliminate unusual noise and rattling 

sound, BCT depot has provided non-metallic bushes on door which are fixed 
with adhesives. Similarly, there were issues of folding table rattling. Depot has 
provided a pipe section stopper wrapped with felt. Cushioned pads of different 
thickness are also provided between tables to avoid relative movement and 
finally arresting the noise. (Picture-11,12 & 13)  

 
  (Picture-11)        (Picture-12)         (Picture-13) 

 In Parel workshop, the work of retro fitment of ceramic tiles in the toilets of 
coach no.080065 WGFAC has been done at an approx. cost of Rs. 66,645/- in 
compliance to Railway Board's instructions contained in Letter No. 
2006/M(C)/137/20 Vol. VIII dated 14.07.2015. The toilet of the coach has also 
been upgraded with the superior quality fittings and has been provided with big 
size mirrors. (Picture-14 & 15) 
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 Automatic banner flag on non interlocked LC:- In compliance to Railway 
Board’s letter no. CT/LC/Safety dt. 25.11.2014, an automatic banner flag has 
been installed on non interlocked LC no.-18 in Pratapnagar - Dabhol section by 
using connection rods and levers to self locking banner flag on trial basis. 
(Picture-16)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Picture-16) 

 Dispensation of gauge tie plate on PSC turnout:- Western Railway had 
proposed for dispensation of gauge tie plate from PSC turnout and provision of 
ordinary slide chair to remove bottlenecks in maintenance, which was accepted 
by 85th TSC. As per Railway Board’s order, trial at 10 locations has to be carried 
out. First trial was conducted on Point no.-119 at Samlaya yard on Vadodara - 
Godhra section & kept under observation. 

 OHE scanning by loco mounted thermal imaging:- At present, scanning of 
OHE is carried out by OLIVER-G (Overhead line inspection with video recording 
- GPS system). It senses and captures the visual image of sparks/flashes 
between OHE and pantograph. However, it does not convey the other hot 
spot/loose connection in OHE. To overcome this limitation “Roof Mounted 
Thermography” has been procured from MRVC. This can be mounted on 
Loco/Tower wagon during running condition. It captures the thermal images 
and as a result the “HOT SPOTS” if any present in OHE can be detected.  This 
technique would enhance the reliability of OHE. 

 Commissioning of PLC based performance testing of EP unit and brake 
controller:- PLC based performance testing and calibration test bench was 
developed at Virar Shed to measure the pressure v/s time characteristics, 
application & release time of complete brake unit and brake controller. This will 
go a long way in improving the performance and reliability of brake system in 
EMUs. 

 Provision of latest software version 5.00.42 in Mumbai Urban Transport 
Project (MUTP) Phase-I EMU rakes:- To enhance the reliability of MUTP Phase-
I rakes, uploading of modified train management software version 5.00.42 has 

been started. It is expected that by uploading this software, many operation 
reliability issues will be resolved. During the month, 19 rakes were uploaded 
with this software. Work has been completed in 46 rakes out of 66. 

 Commissioning for endurance testing of AMV/HMV/LV/ADLV:- Endurance 
Test Panels have been developed in Brake section at Virar Shed to ascertain 
proper functioning of individual valves (AMV, HMV, LV, ADLV) before sending 
them to service. This would result in better performance of brake system and 
brake binding cases would be reduced considerably. 
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West Central Railway 

 Bilingual display board in Regional Railway Welding Institute (RRWI):- 

Earlier in the RRWI, Coach Rehabilitation Workshop the flex display boards for 
welding instructions were available mostly in English. In the RRWI, technicians 
and supervisors come for training. It was felt that the matter of display board 
should be bilingual for understanding of all trainees. This was also pointed out 
by CME/WCR during his visit on 30.04.2015 and instructed to replace the 
display board with bilingual board instead of English only. To comply the above, 
all the display boards of RRWI have been replaced with bilingual text i.e. Hindi 
and English. (Picture - 17 & 18)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Picture-17)     (Picture-18) 

 

 Display of correct method for welding on coach- It is generally noted that 
during welding on coach, due to lack of knowledge or carelessness of welder 
proper method of connection of earth wire is not adopted, resulting in damage 
to the roller bearing. As per RDSO instructions, electrical current must never 
be allowed to pass through roller bearing as it may cause arcing with roller 
bearing causing damages. All welding should be done with ground cable 
attached so that circuit formed shall not allow electrical current to flow through 
roller bearing. 
In view of the above, a model has been developed by Regional Railway Welding 
Institute (RRWI). In this model the correct earthing has been demonstrated. 
This model will be beneficial to the trainees to adopt the correct welding 
procedure while welding on coach/wagon. Thus the damage as well as failure 
of the roller bearing cases on account of improper earthing can be arrested. 
(Picture - 19) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Picture-19) 


